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①UFO Attacks Choshi?
②Choshi in Chiba prefecture is one of the most famous cities where UFOs have been seen many times. Most
people living there says that they have ever seen UFOs at least once. "銚子事件(Choshi Incident) ", which has
gone down in the history of UFOs in Japan was happened in Choshi as well. "銚子にUFOを呼ぼう!(Calling
UFO to Choshi!)": an event for calling UFOs to Choshi, was held in the area of "地球が丸く見える丘展望館
(Chikyu no Maruku Mieru Oka Tenboukan)" on 24 July 2016.
The event was hosted by Bintarou Yamaguchi: a scholar on occult who often appears in a TV show. Also,
Aigami, who is a male idol popular mainly on the Internet and is an aliens/UFOs watcher, participated in the
event. Supervised by a "contactee", Nobuyuki Mura, who has succeeded in calling UFOs in various situations
such as TV show recordings, she performed a ceremony for calling UFOs. The followings were the ceremony
procedures; drawing a mark called "Ummo Seijin Mark (it looks like '王')" on the sand area in "Kimigahama
Shiosai Park", and making an incantation. Approximately an hour after she started the ceremony, some of the
participants took photos of strange things such as illuminants. In addition, Aigami took a clear photo of a
black UFO, whose shape was what is called "Adamski type".
It took very long to take the first photo of a UFO; it was almost at the end of the event. However, it seemed
that she actually succeeded in calling a UFO.
③Finally we succeeded in taking photos of this UFO!
*1銚子事件(Choshi Incident) ... some metallic fragments were found after what looked like a UFO went away
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①Shocking "Choshi Incident"
②There was an incident called "Choshi incident": some metallic fragments were found after what looked like
a UFO went away. It was happened in Choshi city in Chiba.
On 7 Sep 1956 at 7 pm, many people saw strange flying objects in the sky of Choshi, and some of those
people said that something like metallic fragments fell after that. A local doctor, Takida, got a hold of one of
the objects.
The strange metallic object was chemically analyzed by experts. On average, it is not usual that such objects
related to UFOs are properly researched and analyzed. The size of the metallic fragment that Takida obtained
was 4-5 cm x 1mm, and the thickness was about 10 micrometers. An analysis by spectroscopy was performed
in the Tokyo Metropolitan Industrial Research Institute, and it found that the metallic fragment was
composed mostly of aluminium, and lead comprised 10 percent of the object. It is impossible that 0.3 percent
or more of lead incorporates into aluminium. A more careful analysis made it clear that the back of the
metallic leaf was covered with a thin plastic film, and black particles of lead were on it. It is natural that the
plastic film melts when lead incorporates into it; the state of the object was strange.
Even today, little is known of what the metallic fragment actually is, though experts in domestic and overseas
specialized institutions have tried to figure it out,
No one knows for sure what the strange metallic fragments found in Choshi were. Even Takida does not know
where they are today, and it remains a mystery.
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①Aliens Occupies Choshi Railroad Train?
②Choshi railroad is a private railroad in Choshi city, Chiba prefecture, and the train car was
reborn on the concept that it was occupied with aliens.
It was collaboration with "銚子にUFOを呼ぼう!(Calling UFO to Choshi!)": an event on 24 July for
calling UFOs to Choshi, and the campaign was practiced from 15 July. At the spaces for
advertisement on train, big news story articles from Tokyo Sports newspaper about UFOs or
aliens were displayed. Also, the articles are selected by the editorial department members of
Tokyo Sports, which is famous as a newspaper company that provides occult articles as well.
Passengers enjoyed the train just viewing those articles.
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①"銚子にUFOを呼ぼう!(Calling UFO to Choshi!)" on 24 July 2016
②An event titled "銚子にUFOを呼ぼう!(Calling UFO to Choshi!)" was held on 24 July. In Choshi city, Chiba prefecture, there are many people who have ever seen UFOs, and there
used be an incident called "Choshi incident" in Choshi: strange metallic fragments fell just after people saw UFOs and they were considered to become a physical evidence.
People living there say that they sometimes see UFOs even today.
This project began with a thought: if we held some event to call UFOs in such a city, we may be able to see something wonder. Supervised by a "contactee", Nobuyuki Mura, who
has succeeded in calling UFOs in various situations such as TV show recordings, participants performed a ceremony for calling UFOs after drawing a mark called "UMMO Seijin
Mark (it looks like '王')" on the ground. At the event, children said, "A round and white object vanished moving from top down!", "Something black was swallowed up in that
clouds! ", and so on. Toward the end of the event, participants including Aigami*1 took clear photos of what looks like a UFO. It is rare that clear photos of UFOs are taken in an
event opened to the public. The people there were really lucky.
In the event site, "地球が丸く見える丘展望館(Chikyu no Maruku Mieru Oka Tenboukan)", an exhibition about UFOs and the universe was held in the period of children's summer
vacation. The prime exhibit was the mummy of an alien, which Bintarou Yamaguchi keeps. Also, "Cafe 330°", which is on the 3rd floor, introduced special menus, and they were
loved by visitors.
③What's "ウンモ星人マーク(Ummo Seijin Mark)"?
It is a mark which looks like a kanji, "王". In 1962, a Spanish scholar on occult received a letter from "Umit, an alien from Ummo", and the mark was in the letter. In 1967, people
saw UFOs with this mark in Spain. In Sep 1989, there was an incident called "Voronezh incident", in which an alien came to Voronezh and he wore a belt with the mark. Also, it is
said that people saw the mark on the UFO mentioned in "Toen Shousetsu", which is a collection of Japanese essays made in the Edo era.
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①TOUR DE CHIBA 2016 Held
②"TOUR DE CHIBA" is going to be held from 8 to 10 Oct, and it is the 11th time. Agreeing with the policy of a cycling
event for reconstruction support for the Great East Japan Earthquake, named "CYCLE AID JAPAN", a portion of
participation fees of TOUR DE CHIBA is going to be donated to Fukushima prefecture (10 yen per 1km, and the
maximum amount is 1000 yen). Also, the event name itself has been changed into " CYCLE AID JAPAN TOUR DE
CHIBA 2016". The theme is "A long ride in an Edo-like atmosphere in the Japan Heritage: four cities in Hokusou". The
four cities are "Narita": a city with a traditional Edo atmosphere, "Sakura": a castle city, "Sahara(Katori)": a city with
excellent facilities for water transport, and "Choshi": a port city. The course will make riders enjoy the Hokusou area
enough.
The official home page of this event says that the purpose of this event is not competing on the speed, but completing
the full distance along the traffic rules. Also, the participants including skilled riders over Japan can enjoy Hokusou
railroad full of nature and overflowing with emotion, Sotobou coast railroad, and various things of Chiba prefecture such
as hilly and rural zones. Therefore, the chief aim is that every single participant enjoys his/her riding not as a
competition. Both novice and old pro alike can participate in the event. The type of bicycle is not only for racing.
Currently, approximately 2500 riders are going to participate in the event. The event is going to last for three days, and
the roads to ride are different according to the day, which will make riders enjoy attractiveness around Chiba. An event
is being planned to be held on the eve of its opening, where the participants will enjoy a talk show with guests and a
lottery. I recommend people who are going to be in TOUR DE CHIBA, including riders, supporters, and tourists to
participate in the eve. I bet that they will have a special time there. On the first day, the riders are going to start from
Narita, and circle Toukatsu area, which is located in the northwest of Chiba. It will be 101 km long. The riders are going
to pass the approach to the Naritasan in the early morning, ride on a bikeway along Tonegawa river toward Inbanuma
and Teganuma, and have a lunch overlooking Teganuma area. At the last half, in the latter stages, they will pass Inzai: a
city thriving due to Chiba new town and the opening of Kita Chiba road, and ride for the finish enjoying the ambience of
Ibanuma. The road on which the riders are going to ride on the second day is also attractive as well. The start point is in
Narita, and the finish line is in Choshi. The total distance is 127 km. The riders are going to ride around the site of
Sakura Castle, where there are old samurai residences of the Edo period of Japan. Also, they will enjoy riding circling
around Narita airport, which is called the gateway to Japan. After that, they are heading to Choshi, and they will see
beautiful country views on the road in Tako: a town famous for Tako rice (a popular rice cultivar), and those of Sousa /
Asahi city. In the final stretch, they will be riding in Tohnosho town, along Tonegawa river toward Choshi. On the last
day, the riders are going to ride from Choshi to Narita, which is 90 km long. They will ride along a coast enjoying the
great view of Byoubugaura and the Pacific. Byobufaura has been certified as "geopark". After that, they will go north
toward Sahara city from Iioka town. After riding along Onogawa river enjoying old merchant and the historical
townscape from the Edo and Meiji era, they are going to ride on a cycling road along Tonegawa river, and cross the line
in Choshi at the end. The total distance of the three days is 318km. Of course, riders can choose even one of the three
days. Also, the styles of riding and enjoying depend on each rider, as long as rules are kept. The more people
participate in TOUR DE CHIBA, the more moving moments there should be.
③I interviewed a man who belongs to "CHOSHI SPORTS COMMUNITY": an organization which organizes TOUR DE
CHIBA. He said, "This time, Choshi was finally chosen as one of the start points and one of the finish points, which had
been my long-cherished desire. I want to say 'Thank you.' I do not know any other road where people can ride viewing
both the Pacific and Tonegawa river. Also, Choshi has various things and spots to enjoy history, such as the Japan
Heritage. People must be attracted to Inubousaki area, Kimigahama, Byoubugaura, and more in Choshi. For riders, 31
rest stops called 'サイクルステーション(Cycle station)' have been placed. Finally, I would like all the riders to enjoy
riding at their own pace, and I wish them good luck with their completion. We are preparing delicious seafood dinner for
the participants after the riding. We are all looking forward to your participations. Thank you." He has a passion about
TOUR DE CHIBA. It must be more exciting than ever.
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①The 1st installment: Shinya Tama "Saw a UFO"
②I have ever seen UFOs two times. The first one was on 19 July 2009, near Toyosu exit of Tokyo
station. Thousands of people there saw the UFO at the same time, which is rare in the world. I was in
an event at 'ららぽーと豊洲(Lalaport Toyosu)', which is near the relevant place, not as a member of ポ
カスカジャン(Pokasukajan): my musical comedy trio. It was an event in the course of promoting a CD
of ザ・ツイスターズ(THE TWISTARS): my band with my musical peers. After the event, I was walking
toward Toyosu exit and I saw the UFO then. This incident was reviewed on the front page of Tokyo
Sport newspaper, and it appeared on 'ビートたけしの超常現象スペシャル': a Japanese TV program
which covers the occults.
The second time I saw a UFO was on 23 Jan 2014, in Naha city, Okinawa. It was while I was performing
as ザ・ツイスターズ. This UFO incident appeared on a news program next day.
Mysteriously, both times, I was playing a specific song of my band, ザ・ツイスターズ. I wrote the song,
and I can not help thinking that the song has curious power that calls UFOs with its words, scale,
sound frequency or something like those though I was not aiming while writing. I would like to sincerely
ask you to tell me if you have an experience that you saw a UFO while playing a song, or if you know
such songs that may have power to call UFOs. Don't you think that it will be wonderful if there is a
musical festival full of such songs, and we succeed in calling UFOs? I believe it can help the venue area
boost its development. You can either send a message to me or to the editorial office. I am looking
forward to your contact. How wonderful the festival sounds!
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①R.I.P., Kimi chan. May Everyone Remembers 8 Years With You
②Kimi chan: a cat which used to be known as a non-official agent of Kimigahama station, Choshi Electric Railroad.
She was loved by local people, tourists, and cat persons. On 26 Aug 2016, however, she breathed her last.
One day 8 years ago, Kimi chan appeared and started living at Kimigahama station, and she got treated as if she
were an idol by local people and visitors who used the station. It soon became a popular topic of conversations,
many cat persons came to see her from various quarters, and her house named "きみちゃんハウス(Kimi chan
house)" was given to her by her fan club.
She had been friendly to anyone who gets near to her, and filling people with courage, hope, and healing. It was
her charm. She was always at the station, and people who were coming back there from other places were looking
forward to saying "I'm home." to Kimi chan. They were filled with warm feelings by her figure as if she had been
waiting for themselves.
I interviewed a member of the fan club for Kimi chan, who had been treated her for a long time. She said, "Kimi
chan seemed to be so underweight that I worrierd about her health at first. One day, however, I realized that
people with a tender heart were feeding her, and she got healthy and big at last. Their kindness made me feel
happy, but she got suffered kidney stones before I knew it. Thanks to volunteers who took her to animal hospitals,
and managed her diet, Kimi chan were able to keep healing people for a long time. I feel as if I could still meet
Kimi chan at Kimigahama station. I miss her, but I thank her for great time further. I want to say, 'I shall never
forget you. May your soul rest in peace.' to her." Kimi chan is always watching over us from Heaven. Thank you,
Kimi chan.

